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Nixon to outline
Phase 2 details
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon will outline the details of his
Plui 2 economic program in a live
radio-television broadcast at 7:30 p.m.
EOT today
Announcing this Wednesday, the
White House said the President will go
on the air Jrom his office and will finish
Ihis talk within half an hour.
Nixon thus will beat by more than a
week the mid-October deadline he set
some time ago for laying out the program that will replace the current 90-day
wage-price-rent freeze
The one big question remaining on the
eve of his broadcast was: How much if
any will wages and prices be allowed to
rise when the freeze ends Nov. 13?
GOVERNMENT SOURCES reported
that the Cost of Living Council, the
agency Nixon set up to administer the
wage-price freeze, appears destined to
be the chief policymaking unit in the
post-freeze program.
However, these sources said Nixon
could change his mind overnight about
continuing the council, a 10-member
group of top government officials headed
by Secretary of the Treasury John B
Connally.
A Senate committee voted
unanimously Wednesday to give federal
employes a pay raise of up to 6 per cent
on Jan. 1 if Nixon's new rules permit private industry to raise salaries after Nov
13.

the union leaders will have another
chance to try to revise it.
Most of the bill's benefits for
individuals would go to those in the,
lower-income brackets, although all taxpayers would receive some relief,
possibly starting this November, through
a speedup in bigger personal exemptions.
THE MEASURE would revive the
investment credit under which business
firms could charge off 7 per cent of the
cost of new equipment against their
income taxes.
Nixon has said Phase 2 will cover all
segments of the economy but he also has
indicated it will focus on the larger
industries and labor unions He also has
said that while it will feature voluntary
cooperation "it is also essential that
there be government sanctions to back it
up. and there will be."
Leonard Woodcock, president of the
United Auto Workers, told the House
Banking Committee Wednesday that a
nongovernment wage-price review board
should be set up to prevent what he
called excessive price increases.

Anxious seniors packed Joe E. Brown Theatre yesterday afternoon to got information concerning interviewing and job

Analysis aid to city monogement

SEN. MIR AM FONGiR-Hawaiii. a. EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the first of
cosponsor. said the committee's bill pro- two articles dealing with a management
vides that if Nixon continues the freeze analysis of the City of Bowling Green
on the pay of private employes beyond completed last month by the Ohio
Nov. 13. or if their raises are limited to 3 Department of Urban Affairs. The
or 4 per cent, then federal employes analysis is the first of its kind to be
would be under the same restriction.
completed for a commanlty in which a
state university Is located.
Pong said the purpose is to give equal
treatment to government and nongovernBy Harold Brown
ment workers.
Ass't Managing Editor
The Senate Post Office and Civil
Service Committee coupled its approval
of this bill with a resolution, which it
The management analysis was
adopted 5 to 3. countermanding Nixon's designed to be a complete study of the
previous order deferring a 6 per cent administrative operations of the city
federal pay raise from Jan. 1 to next July and is intended to help the city improve
1.
its overall effectiveness.
Senate action on the resolution was
Areas included in the study are the
expected shortly, but the companion bill police, fire, street, cemetery and recreamay be put aside until later.
tion departments, municipal utilities,
city administration, personnel, fiscal
THE HOUSE brushed aside mounting management and public relations
labor opposition and passed by voice vote
a three-year program of tax cuts totaling
SEVERAL recommendations made in
$15.4 billion for business and individuals.
the report were already being carrried
The action came despite a stepped-up out or have been initiated since the
campaign against the bill by labor union report was submitted. Among the
leaders who contended it is a bonanza for recommendations receiving attention
are a new bousing and zoning code, a
big business
The measure goes to the Senate where complete study of the police department

and park and recreation facilities
The report cites the lack of proper
physical facilities and policy problems
as the major drawbacks facing the police
department
A major recommendation was to
increase the size of the police force to
bring it into line with the accepted
general standard of 1 5 police officers for
each 1.000 population This standard
would supply the city with 33 officers.
Currently there are 19 men on the force.
However, Mayor F. Gus Skibbie said
he thinks this figure could be
substantially lower because the city
force does not handle law enforcement
problems for the 8,000 students who
reside on the University campus, except
for felony cases
THE HIGH RATE OF turnover within
the department and the after effects of
charges of illegal activities against
several officers within the past year
were cited as the main cause of low
morale within the police department
Recommendations for the police
department include implementation of a
departmental set of rules and regulations and weekly staff meetings to
alleviate the problems with inter

Promoters

departmental communications
The report also suggests the city
develop mutual aid pacts with
surrounding communities to provide
assistance in time of disturbance or
emergency. A city ordinance passed in
late May gave the mayor the power to
enter into such agreements
The mayor told city council Monday
nighl that 19 cities have been contacted
about police aid pacts Four area cities
have expressed an interest in the pro
gram, he said.
One city has told him it is not
interested because of distance, the
mayor said
THE MAJOR recommendation
concerning fire protection for the city
was the establishment of a new fire
station in the University area.
"The design of the building should
make adequate provisions for future

The Park

expansion ot the University and residential dwelling units, especially of the
multi-family apartment-type structures,
in the vicinity," the report said
The report cites a severe drop in fire
prevention and inspection services provided by the department because of the
increased demand of ambulance service
and lack of adequate personnel.
Also suggested is to have city council
pass an ordinance authorizing all
building plans to be reviewed by the fire
department when submitted to the
building inspection department This
would help eliminate fire traps.
The report urged the city to
renegotiate its contract with the
University for fire service so as to
increase the annual payment to the city
froirl $10,000 per year. It recommends
that a study be undertaken to determine
the exact cost of these services.
To cut down the number of supervisors

Nguyen Ngoc Lei, and two Saigon city
councilmen. Duong VanLong and Ha The
Ruyet.
It challenged the legality of the
election's organization by the Interior
Ministry, the voters' lack of choice, and
the way in which votes were tabulated
and the final results determined.
THE FOUR men, signing the petition
as private citizens, asked the court to
accept their petition, to declare that the
election was irregular, and to nullify the
results.

Co-op to 'hold tight',
awaits space decision
Th; BG Student Co-op decided
yesterday at a general membership
meeting to "hold tight" until after a final
decision is handed down at the Oct. 12
president's cabinet meeting on whether
the co-op would be granted on-campus
space.
The group had planned to take a vote
on whether to return all of the/$750
obtained through memberships to co-op
members, or to keep the funds within the
organization and continue membership
drives until an off-campus location can
be financed.

_

The unopposed candidacy of South Vietnam's
President Thieu cautod countless demonstrations

Demonstration throughout th. country. A riot cop, top, holds an
arrested demonstrator in Da Nang, while in
Saigon, below, a police captain gestures for U.S.
pacifists to move on.

A
COMPREHENSIVEcapital
improvements program, the report
states, is needed to provide a schedule
for improvements of streets and acquisition of needed property and major
equipment on an extended basis.
The recreation department received
the greatest praise in the report.
Acquisition of new park lands within the
city and the expansion of the recreation
staff were recommended. The department was urged to pursue federal and
state grants as a means of acquiring
needed equipment, land and personnel.

Thieu election disputed

The petition was filed by Trinh Quec
Khanh. chairman of the Committee
Against Dictatorship, labor leader

APWi.epnere

reporting to the Safety-Service director
and to eliminate some expenses, the
report recommends consolidating the
Cemetery Department with the Street
Department and renaming the new unit
"The Public Works Department "

Court to consider suit

SAIGON (API-Opponents of President
Nguyen Van Thieu asked the Supreme
Court Wednesday to overturn results of
Sunday's election that election officials
claimed gave the unopposed president an
overwhelming vote.
The petition to the court came only
hours after Vice President Nguyen Cao
Ky assailed the election as "brazenly
rigged "byThieu

shut down
The Park, a rock concert site one mile
west of North Baltimore, was voluntarily
closed by its promoters Tuesday at the
request of Wood County Sheriff Earl L.
Rife.
Sheriff Rife said he asked the owner.
Doug Ruble, to close due to the extreme
opposition voiced by area citizens to The
Park's continued operation.
Concerts have been held at the site
since early summer, and complaints
have been submitted from the start. The
most common complaint has been the
availability of drugs. But according to
Sheriff Rife, "their long hair and music
hurt them as much as anything.
He said there have been no arrests at
The Park. "We've had less problems
there than at a ballgame," added Sheriff
Rife.
A group calling themselves
"Concerned Citizens for A Better North
Baltimore" have organized to close The
Park. The objections of this group, led by
Rev. Thomas Runyon. pastor of the
North Baltimore Church ot Cnnst, were
backed up by a petition circulated in
North Baltimore calling for The Park's
shutdown. Mail and phone calls echoing
the same views were also received.
The remaining concerts scheduled at
the 13-acre site have been canceled. The
Park's operation after this season was
not discussed at Tuesday's meeting, but
Sheriff Rife will meet with the promoters again on Friday'

NevnehetobyMfce
placement. Last wook, the Placement Office announced that,
this year, interviews aro down by 50 per cant.

The vole was not taken because only 12
people attended the meeting.
Previous available off-campus
locations were termed "infeasible" in
the co-op's proposal to the
Administration because of lack of
sufficient funds.

Bulletin boards would be located
around the store which would advertise
the available books and records.
Prices would be generally 50 cents less
than the bookstores.
An interested student would lake the
notice and contact the seller.
Clothing would be displayed on racks
in the store.
A small service charge would be paid
to the co-op for each item the student
wishes to sell.
Lefko said he thinks the co-op would
serve the community as well as the
campus. He explained that migrant
workers would find the co-op useful,
particularly for clothes.
Terry Baker, member of the board of
directors, summed up the group's
optimism to continue: "If the other 738
members don't show an interest, then
just the 12 of us will trade our books."

The court must rule on the validity of
the election and the returns by Oct. 26.
"We are appealing to the conscience of
the judges." Khanh said. "1 hope the
court will render a proper verdict."
Ky issued a statement that said: "The
results of the Oct.3 election, with figures
indicating percentages nearing 100 per
cent, revealed a brazen rigging beyond
imagination."
Election officials said final official
vote totals gave Thieu 94 3 per cent of the
ballots cast, with 5.5 per cent against
him. The remaining 2 per cent was
unaccounted for.
On Monday, officials had listed 91.5 per
cent for Thieu and 5.5 per cent against,
with 3 per cent of the votes inexplicable
missing.

Testimony
due
Anyone interested in
submitting written testimony to
the College of Business
Administration
Curriculum
Committee concerning the
committee's ROTC hearings
must do so by Oct. 31.
Testimony should be submitted
to Dr. Milton E. Wilson,
chairman of the committee.
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bg 19 justice?
Next week local groups across the nation will again be staging
protests against the war in Vietnam, which President Nixon
continues to escalate through bombing raids under his
"Vietnamization" plan.
And this year, more so than others, the word Protest elicits a
sense of insecurity in this community--for the 19 students who
were arrested last May for allegedly disrupting Ihe ROTC
Review, for the administration who would like to forgel that the
incident ever happened, and particularly for would-be
demonstrators who now have to fear arrest for expressing their
political beliefs.
The issue that has divided opinion concerning the ROTC Review
is where to draw the line what in fact constitutes a disruption of
a public gathering? Property damage and personal injury are
two popular criteria.
The latter did occur last May when a protester who was
subsequently arrested was taken to the University Health Cental
for treatment. Complaints he filed against certain membei 1 of
Campus Safety were listened to. and then put back on the shell
Another defendent lost his resident advisor's job upon Ins
arrest-another example of justice University-style- you're guilty
till proven innocent.
Regardless of whether these 19 students are convicted ol
breaking the law, there is still a moral issue which the courts will
not touch. We believe tbeexistence ol ROTC on ilns campus is an
extension of a government which itsell continues to wage an
immoral, undeclared war. Therefore, a non-violenl protest can
hardly be labeled illegal in a moral sense
Nevertheless, legally the fate of the BG I!' now rests In the
hands of the court. What should be uppermost in our minds is thai
the case will set a precedent for freedom of dissent on this
campus.
Today at 1:30 in Common Pleas Court two important decisions
will be made; first, whether Municipal ( ourl .lodge I' Richard
Dunipace will preside over the case, and second whethei the
trials will be heard by one jury or be divided Into sepal ite cases
It is obvious that a fair trial cannot be expected tl Judge
Dunipace is allowed to sit on the case I'IS bonds ol flO.000 for
marijuana offenses and his harshness for penalizing drug
offenders are well known to most students
Furthermore, if it is decided that the cases will be handled
individually as the prosecution apparently hopes, the court costs
for each defendent, if convicted, could run into several hundred
dollars-another setback for the defendents, who alreadj have
$100 each tied up in bond money.
The peaceful support of the University community b) then
physical presence at these pre-trial hearings is essential 'support
what you want your University to be a place where freedom ol
dissent supercedes the administration's need to bend to outside
pressures.

student co-op
On Tuesday President Moore's cabinet will announce its final
decision on the BG Student Co-op's proposal requesting a one
year experimental grant of about -t(H) square feel ol University
space.
We urge the cabinet to consider tins proposal with can
A
once-over lightly treatment of the request will only harm the
student body and the entire co-op concept in the future should this
service fail.
The administrators who will decide the Co ops fate cannot den)
the absurdity in charging a student an enormous puce foi a hook
that will either depreciate tremendously in value or be worth
nothing should a faculty member decide to change texts
We support the Co-op's proposal to house one of these
"convenient" operations on this campus without the price
increases.
Despite opposing opinions, the Co-op does no) intend to put the
University Bookstore out of business ot to engage in sales combal
with stores in the community
Instead, the BG Student Co-op's initial function should be to
serve the average student.
The cabinet should recall that nearly eight thousand students
signed petitions supporting the co-op concept las) spring
Also, the idea is not a left-wing radical plot against the
University Bookstore. Alpha Phi Omega service ti iternity was
given permission by the administration to run a book exchange
with University facilities
The Co-op was not initiated to make a buck It was sun ted to

jocks join revolution
By Dong Stone
Alternative! Feature! Service
"He was the best linebacker we ever
had on die freshman team,'' Oregon
State's football coach said. But this
spring "he marched into my office and
told me he wasn't coming out I couldn't
believe it. It made me sick to see what I
was seeing Pe was wearing sandals. No
socks
Pis hair was down to his
shoulders. Pe had a long beard It was
hell for me. The kid just turned my
stomach I recruited the boy thinking he
was Jack Armstrong. I was wrong. Pe
turned out to be a freethinker."
Somewhere, way back in the corner of
America's locker rooms, past the
tapered torsos, treestump calves and
stretched out jocks, there's a strong
odor
It is clearly not the smell of
sweaty men and their grubby equipment
It is something more subtle.

Some Minnesota football players used
to beat up hippies in a student-street
neighborhood near campus, Church said.
The fact that college football is
"totally big business" is another reason
Church pulled out. "Football is not for
Ihe students, it's for the alumni." he
said.
STUDENT INTEREST in Big Ten

Sports had dropped off so drastically at
Minnesota in recent years that the
Athletic Department is in the hole
financially, and has hired a local
advertising agency to promote ticket
sales.
Church sees more athletes
beginning to question the basic tenets of
college football.
Whatever the reason, athletes are

speaking out as never before
Their
voices undoubtedly will grow louder.
But the sound may have to become
deafening before the nation's sports
establishment and sports fans hear it.
Witness Nebraska, where 60,000 fans
dress in red cowboy hats, red jackets and
cowboy boots each weekend to root for
the nation's "best" college learn.

197/ MtK£ £>oRSEY

IT IS THE smell that something is
wrong here among the .ill American boys
and with the system that breeds them.
Now some ol their white teammates
are lifting their heads and sniffing the
air. The phenomenon has been dubbed
the "jock revolution" and is just as
evident here in the heartland as it is on
the coasts
In all. athletic programs at more than
100 schools have been Ihe target of some
sort of protest since 1967. according to
Jack Scott, the unofficial leader of the
athletic revolution and founder of the
Institute for the Study of Sport and
Society in Berkeley.
Kven in surh an unlikely place as
Wyoming, several high school basketball
and football players in two communities
quit their teams rather than play for a
dictatorial coach
THE MANY ATHLETES who are .
speaking out and the dozens of loosely
Organised protests have various goals.
Some are seeking greater respect from
hardline coaches and doctrinaire athletic
departments
Others are protesting
specific grievances or practices such as
i acial slurs or discrimination.
Steve Church, star football player al a
local high school played lor Minnesota's
[reshman team in 1968 By traditional
Standards he did quite well, playing
linebacker and guard on the same unit
thai
later included some varsity
stalwarts
But b) spring practice of 1969. "I jusl
.I.II led losing all desire to hit other
people and have people touch me,"
Church said
I found myself hating to touch people
ii all when before you were constantly
Dealing your head against other people."
The coaches would be out there
screaming Attack'' and I would start to
see the absurdit) ill the whole thing "
FIRST OF ALL Church said, he never
really (it in with the rest of Ihe team.
like other white athletes who were
beginning to develop a social and
political consciousness, he was in I.imbo
between black athletes with whom he
sympathized, and slraight white jocks
The superman image coaches try to
instill in their players is not confined to
the locker rooms Social activists like
Church contradict and upset that image
So do lreaks and manv women

so they say
Mar) Ann Fuller wile ot an American
POW held by (he Vietnamese:
"One da> the prisoners who turvlve
are going to gel olf an airplane, they're
going lo look everybody In the face, and
they're going lo ask, 'Why were we left
there so long?"'

keep them in the student's pocket.
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'OK, THIN — IF IT PQIS CAUSI DAMAOI TO WILDLIFE, MASSIVE EARTHQUAKES AND
DISTRUCTIVI TIDAL WAVES, WE PROMISE NOT TO HOLD TESTS HERE AGAIN!'
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Disabled Vet.

news Lerrers
archangel coffeehouse opening
Last week in Bowling Green an event
took place that, perhaps, and hopefully
will help to define the BG community's
relation with itself. I am referring to the
opening of the Archangel Coffeehouse, a
gala event indeed
Much like the opening of the Kennedy
Center in Washington a few short weeks
ago, the opening of the coffeehouse
stirred a considerable amount of
excitement, only this time with the
Bowling Green social elite.
Blue jeans, work shirts, cutoffs and
sneakers paraded down Prospect Street
with the same pride and grandeur as the
first nighters in our nation's Capitol.
Dignitaries from the local counterestablishment appeared to christen the
house and to establish it as a new "the"
place lo be.
As the place filled inside, the celebrant
crowd could be seen waiting outside
including the likes of one Scotty Kulina,
making a rare BG homecoming just in
time for the event.
INSIDE THE GUITAR and willowy
sadness of a folksinger passed through
the crowd reminding one that James
Taylor-likes are not, unfortunately, on
the out. but on the rise, at least in the
Crystal City.
I. in my desire to present a fair,
although admittedly
impressionistic
view of it all. could only feel like a
combination of Earl Wilson and A. J.
Weberman-a nauseating combination at
best, but one that helps to show the
faddiness-be there such a word-of it all.
Despite It all the Archangel
Coffeehouse is a much needed addition to
the local scene. However, did this much
needed happening happen, in fact, too
late? I fear that this just may be so.
The coffeehouse as a place of cultural
refuge had a fairly long history (when
compared to other institutions of our
popular culture) reaching high points
with the beatniks and Peter. Paul and

Mary folk music days.
And what does all this lead to? Two
points.
First, how long can the
coffeehouse survive with the gusto and
excitement of low key folk musicians,
candlelight and the holding power of the
BG Community --if you're not hip you're
done for.
Secondly, on the first night-while the
newness and hope were refreshing and

invigorating as a means of latching BG
up securely with 1971, what more
impressive dignitaries could one hope for
than the likes of Maynard G. Krebs or a
windswept Bob Dylan?
Let's hope it can last, we need it.
Bil Murray
117 Georgia Ave.
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Senate blocks effort to force
new South Vietnam election
WASHINGTON (API- The
Senate blocked an effort
yesterday to force a new presidential election in South
Vietnam and headed for
passage of the $21-billion bill
authorizing funds for military
weapons and research.
The bill had been under
debate for less than three
weeks, the shortest time the
arms measure has taken to
pass the Senate since before

Pentagon critics began
mobilizing against it in 1969
By a vote of 60 to 25. the
Senate rejected the amendment by Sen Joseph M
Montoya iD-N.M I, to
shorten the six-month
deadline for US withdrawal
voted earlier if South
Vietnamese
President
Nguyen Van Thieu fails to call
a new election bv Feb. 3

MONTOYA ACCUSED the
United States of partial
responsibility for Thieu's
uncontested re-election last
Sunday, asserting that "In the
name of political expediency.
America has openly assisted
South Vietnam's President
Thieu in stifling democracy "
Then, on a 44-38 tally, it
rejected a move by Sen J W
Fulbright i D-Ark i to block a
provision in the bill that would
break the United Nations
embargo on trade with
Rhodesia and permit U.S.
imports of strategically

important area
One is an amendment by
Once more, the military Democratic Leader Mike
procurement measure, which Mansfield of Montana calling
authorizes projects for which for total US withdrawal from
actual money will be voted in Indochina in six months,
a later appropriations bill, provided American prisoners
survived the Senate with all are freed.
major weapons systems
The second amendment
getting authorizations headed for trouble is the
approved by the usually pro- proposal by Sen. Gordon Allett
Pentagon Armed Services (R-Colo i."to add $381 million
Committee
in additional military pay
TWO FLOOR amendments, increases for the lower
however, promise to cause enlisted grades to the $2.4
major difficulties when the billion pay raise already
bill goes lo conference with enacted in the draft extension
(he I'ouse
act

An "unexpected turn of
events" caused Instructor
Joan Stepenske (o alter the
formal of her new
Experimental studies course,
The Impact of Computers on
Society "
X(s Stepenske, who was
expecting mostly humanities
students having no previous
experience with computers to
sign up for her seminar, has
found thai the majority of her
Students are from the
computer sceince and
business departments here.

seminar room, will discuss
data banks, changes in job
patlerns
due
to
computerization, depersonalization. and information
■lorageand retrieval
retrieval.
Students will also compare
the "computer revolution"
with Ihe industrial revolution
Ms Stepenske thinks there
is a great need for this type of
nontechnical computer
course
She said most
students, although strongly
affected by computerization.

Senate approves
federal pay raise Experienced students force
changes in computer course

WASHINGTON (AP'A Senate
committee unanmously
approved yesterday a bill to
give federal employees a pay
raise of up to 6 per cent on
Jan 1 if salary hikes of this
much are permitted in private
industry under President
Nixon's post-freeze economic
program
intention of the program is to offer
guidance to undecided students and
assist students who have settled
on a major field of study.

Nixon, as part of his .in;i
inflation program, has
ordered a six-month post
ponement of a 6 per cent
government pay raise thai
was to take effect Jan 1 under
legislation passed last year.

Major' problems solved

THE POST OFFICE and Civil
Seivice Committee, by a 5-3
vote, reported out a resolution
disapproving Nixon's order,
but it coupled this with
approval of a bill tying federal
pay raises to guidelines set for
the private sector of the
economy.
The administration has not
vet disclosed what kind of

A coed mail** uw of a n»w »»rvk«
offered by the university Counseling
Center. The Center has compiled a
series of tapes dealing with some of the
majors offered at the University. The

By Linda McMahan
Caught up in (hi proctJI
changing your major (or the
liflh lime'' Undecided as to
tow you will use the skills you
learned in archeology class
after you graduate''
The Counseling Center now
offers a series of taped
interviews to aid students in
typical problem encountered
in their major field of study
The indiviou.il tapes, which
run about 30 minutes, feature
several
department
chairmen examining 25 of Ihe
major areas of study offered
here
ORGANIZED by Dr. Nancy
Wygant and Dr
Roman
Carek. stall members at the
Counseling (enter, the tapes

answer questions concerning
problems
in
course
requirements, major fields of
study
and
career
opportunities available in
one's major
"We consider this an
addition to our counseling
program.'' said Dr Carek In
addition to the interviews
there are tapes describing the
placement center, student
financial aid and topics such
as "How to change a major.''
Literature on possible
major subjects, careers and
undergraduate school
catalogues are available in the
counseling library
"We're trying to cut down
on misinformation, and give
ihe undecided a place where
thev can hear about the

alternatives on campus." said
Dr Carek Dr Wygant added.
"Our main concern is to get
all of the approximately 40
majors on tape "
THIS IS THE FIRST year
for the counseling library on
campus A similar career
device is now being used at
the University's three
academic centers.
"To make wise choices,
students need to know all
about the different majors and
alternatives. 1 encourage
particularly freshmen and
sophomores to examine (his
new facility." said Dr Carek
The tape library is located
in 320 Student Servies Building
and is open Monday (hrough
Friday, 9-5 p.m.

Striking miners reaffirm
faith in union negotiators
WASHINGTON
(APIKentucky's striking coal
miners approximately 10,000
strong reaffirmed their faith
in the union negotiaters
yesterday, the sixth day of the
walk-out
"Were just gonna sit
around and wait until we get a
contract.' said one Western
Kentucky miner. "We have
lots of time."
Negotiations were being
conducted here between the
I'niled Mine Workers Union
and the Bituminous Coal
ciperators
Although other c states
reported scattered incidents

Something
iff ere nt

there were none in Kentucky
nor was there any picketing at
the idle mines.
Carson Mibbitts. the
spokesman for District 30 in
Pikeville. reported all was
quiet within his jurisdiction
"We've got no problems." he
said. "Our men have faith in
their leaders."
In Western Kentucky,
where 4.000 miners are off the
job. the strike represents an
estimated loss of $148,000 a
day to the economy Miners in
the area earn an average daily

wage of $37
Some businessmen pointed
out the miners will draw
already-earned wages for
another week or two. They
said, however, jf the dispute
goes beyond that period, it
will cause a severe economic
pinch.

restraints will be put into
effect after Nixon's 90-day
wage-price freeze expires on
Nov 13
The President will disclose
his post-freeze economic program in a nationwide
broadcast talk lonight
But Sen. Gale McGee il>
Wyo i. committee chairman,
said under the bill the highest
pay increases permitted for
private employes under Phase
2 of the President's program
also will be granted lo government employes up to a
maximum of 6 per cent
THE HOUSE in a major
victory for the administration, rejected by a 207-174 vote
Monday a resolution lo
disapprove the six-month
delay ordered by Nixon in the
scheduled federal pay raise
Bui adoption of such a
resolution by the Senate would
suffice to kill the President's
order. The Senate has until
midnight lonight load

Ford denies charges
of Clean Air violations
DETROIT (APi-The Kord
Motor Co has denied a
reported charge by the federal
government that it had placed
for sale with its dealers some
200.000 1972 cars and trucks
which did not meet standards
of the Clean Air Act
The Detroit Free Press
reported yesterday that Ihe
Environmental Protection
Agency-EPA-had asked the
Justice Department to
prosecute Ford The act
provides for a $10,000 fine for
each vehicle not meeting Ihe
emission standards.
EPA officials could not be
reached to confirm the story.
RESPONDING to the Free
Press report. Ford said
Tuesday night that it had
shipped the vehicles to
dealers, but that none was
liqld until certified as meeting
Clean Ai^Act standards Ford

THE CLASS, which meets
from 7 to 9 p.m. every
Tuesday in the Library
X-XvX-XvWvWxW:-*^

r

Selling Insurance
is not my job - helping you
buyjJL

Martin R. Stancik
372-5040
MUTUAL UFE
INSURANCE CO.
OFNEWYORK(MONY)

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

said the F.I'A had approved
Ihe move.
The problem arose. Ford
N.W. corner of S. College and Napoleon Rd.
said, because EPA was late in
By Piedmont Corp.
issuing its standards on
Swimming Pool (Indoor) Commercial Stores
emissions for 1972 vehicles.
Ford said that with its
All apartments are:
assembly lines busily lurning
out 1972 cars and trucks.
completely furnished
with wall-to-wall carpeting
70.000 workers would have
built with balconies A patios
with o dinette for six
been laid off if the lines were
plus individual heating
and student deiks
shut down
and cooling controls
garbage disposal
Instead. Ford said. K began
and 1 'i bath
cable vision
a program of sending the new
vehicles to dealers on
consignment, which meant
that the auto firm retained
title lo the vehicles and none
could be sold until the auto jfe:::*:::x::::::::^^
firm approved.

MODEL APT. OPEN at Cherry Hill Village
CALL 352-9378 or 353-9154

THE BROTHERS OF

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
INVITE ALL INTERESTED MEN

GUITAR LESSONS

TO HAVE A BEER
AND MEET OUR BROTHERS
TONIGHT 7:30 UNTIL
THE BEER IS GONE!

FROM AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER

PHONE: 372-1892

lake one before
bedtime.

01 ihe 16 students enrolled
in Ihe seminar, only one has
had no previous experience
with computers, she said
Because so many of the
students are familiar with
computers, discussions will go
into more depth than
originally planned.
she
'explained

are reluctant to take a
beginning computer course
because it usually involves so
much
science
and
mathematics.
However, the purpose of
this seminar is to explore the
social, rather than the
technical, side of computers,
she said
tys Stepenske said she
hopes the course will be
offered again later in the year
and that more students who
are unfamiliar with
computers will enroll in it.

SIG~EP HOUSE

F
Might you qualify as Store Manager
for

So your stomach won't go to bed unnappy, we stay up late.
1050 South Main
North of Gypty Lane
Bowling Groan, Ohio

A complete junior apparel shop located on S. Main St. in Downtown,
Bowling Green. We are looking for that special gal who has a definite
flair for young womens fashions along with the following attributes:
(al ready to wear managerial experience (preferred but not mandatory) (bl College education (preferred but not mandatory) (c) must
possess managerial capabilities (we will help train). Applicants;
please send a complete resume to: THE LOBBY, Personnel Director,
P.O. Box 197. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

J
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Middle Ages revisited

Society sponsors tourney
Reincarnated straight from
King Arthur's court, lords and
ladies In medieval costumes
will watch knights from all
over the Midwest compete in
• Crown Tournament here
Saturday.
Adding to the color and
pageantry of the tournament
will be a coronation of a king
and queen, musical and
dramatic productions and a
medieval feast.
The Society for Creative
Anachronism (SCA) sponsors
the tournament, which is the
highlight of the organization's
annual activities
The event will begin at 8
a.m. on Sterling Farm,
located off Ridge Street east
of the Student Health Center

In case of rain, the
tournament will be moved to
the Men's Gymnasium.
Between SO and 100 persons
from Ohio. Illinois, Indiana.
Michigan.
Minnesota.
Kentucky, North Dakota and
Canada are expected to
attend.
JOHN LELAND, senior
(A&Sl, who founded the local
chapter, said SCA is involved
in "anything that can be justified as having been done
before 1650, although we've
never revived the judicial use
of torture and
there's
considerable feeling against
slavery."
Saturday morning events
will
include
challenge
matches, "where you find out

CENTRE DRUG
MAIN & WOOSTER

Loreal Max Factor
Bonnie Bell Love
Cosmetics
Fanny Farmer Candy
FREE Rx DELIVERY
TOP VALUE STAMPS

U.AO.

how good the other guy
is," Leland said. These
matches are fought either to
test arms. or to avenge a
personal
grievance
if
someone's been making eyes
at your lady."
At noon, the outgoing king
will hold court and then trie
crown prince, the winner of
the last Crown Tournament
and his lady will be crowned.
Following the coronation will
be a typical medieval lunch.
Throughout the afternoon
exhibition there will be a
ladies' pillow fight, possibly a
medieval
theatrical production and a melee, where
two groups of fighters slug it
out in a free-for-all.
THE REVEL, which will be
held Saturday evening in the
United Christian Fellowship
building, will include a full
scale
medieval
banquet,
complete with mead. A
dancing production, recita-

MEMBERS ASSUME the
rank of nobility "simply
because it's not much fun to
go around pretending you're a
serf," Leland explained. All
take a medieval name, such as
Leland's "Jehan de la
Marche."
Although fighting in
medieval style is the main
focus of the group's activities,
the "peaceful arts" are not
neglected Dances such as the
bransle ("its pronounced like
"brawl" and looks like one")
and the paven, a simple court
dance, are performed.
Caligraphy, poetry, singing,
preparation of medieval foods
and design of medieval
costumes are studied. The
group meets weekly, in
medieval dress.
Members of the group do
serious historical research,
for which they have been
awarded several grants.

***************
*
*
THE SISTERS OF
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Ballots due
Absentee ballots for
the November election
must be returned to
local boards of election
by Oct. 28.
Anyone wishing to
vote by absentee ballot
should write to his local
board requesting a
ballot as soon as
possible
Absentee
ballots can be notarized
at the local Board of
Elections. 500 Lehman
Ave . or by any notary
public.

PHIMU

Welcome All
Freshmen
And Wish Everyone
A Fantastic Year.

PRESENTS
John B. Sebastion

******* ****•*••

STERLING DAIRY STORE

...WHO PERFORMED
AT WOODSTOCK AND
FORMER LEAD SINGER FOR
THE LOVING SPOONFUL

115 RAILROAD

BUY — 8 pak of 16 oz. Coke 89c PLUS DEP
SAVE 20c
BUY — 1 gal. Vanilla Ice Cream get
A 12 pak of popsides FREE
SAVE 69c
BUY — Sterlings 2% B.F. Low Fat
Milk in glass Vi gal. 2 FOR 79c KUSDEP
SAVE 15C

IN CONCERT ON
FRIDAY OCT. 22
8:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE A T UNION
TICKET OFFICE
PRICES $2.50

$3.00
$3.50

BCHLDIC GREEK - CLEVELAND
PERIODIC SCHEDULE CHECKS ARE ADVISABLE

ORE WAY S7.25

Now — when you finish your drink,
just whistle for more
like in the' days of yore with ...

new

tions, skits, singing, music
and a court of love will follow.
All events are open to the
public, but visitors are asked
to wear medieval dress "or
something close to it so as not
to spoil the effect," Leland
said.
A $3 fee will be charged for
the evening banquet.
Leland founded the Bowling
Green chapter of SCA in
January 1970. after becoming
a society member while
attending a conference in
Green Bay. Wisconsin.
Local
membership now
includes about 40 persons
mostly student-age, although
tournament participants have
ranged in age from six months
to 60 years. Members include
a truck driver, a nurse, a lady
Presbyterian minister, a
retired Latin teacher, and
John's mother, Mrs. Virginia
Leland, who teaches Chaucer
and children's literature at
the University.

LV.
AR.
LV.
AR.

BOWLING GREEN
TOLEDO
TOLEDO

10:45
111IS
11:30
1'tf

8:10 am
6:1,0 aa

9:10 aa
11 :.'5 am

CUVVELAN;

H*^2£2Y1TJC3

ROUND TRIP (13.80

1,120 pit
*■» pa
5:05 pa

an
aa
an
P"

BlfcB
9:15
10:10
U:25

aa ■

pm
pa
pm
aa

CLEVEUND — BOWLING GREEN
STOPS IN TOLEDO INDICATE BUS CHANGES
LV.
AR.
LV.
AR.

CLEVELAND
TOLEDO
TOLEDO'
BOWLING GREEN

6:30
8:55
9:15
9:50

DAYTON
ONE WAY J-.55
liOUND Till? SU.'5
LV7
AR.
AR.

BOWLING GREEN
DAYTON
CINCINNATI

an
an
an
aa

8:30
10:40
12:25
12:55

10:t,5aa
1:05 pa
1:30 pa
2:00 pa

aa
aa
pa
pa

1:00
3:10
5:00
5:30

pa
pn
pa
pa

fc:00
6:10
8:25
8:55

BOWLING GREW - DAYTON - CINCINNATI

5:»pn

2:66 pa
5!35 P"

-TTTTp.
8:25pa
9:25pa
9:55pa

CDiCWNATI
ONE WAY 19.85
ROUND TRIP $18.75

PERIODIC SCHEDULE CHECKS ARE ADVISABLE

9:50 an
1:15 pa
^:20 pn

pa
pa
pa
pa

?:5i P«

9:05 pa
""'Spa

12:20 aa
1:25 in

CINCINNATI - DAYTON - BOWLING GREEN

:'..

LV.
AH.

L*^' : fj»
*)'\jC £* ';

Authentic reproduction of glass
bottom mug in lead-free pewter
faithfully detailed even to the
slot or "whistle" on the underside
aped Ihanof the traditional "S" shaped
die used in days uf yore to summon the barmaid when the mug
was empty! Capacity, 16 ounces.

MARION
ONE WAY
ROUND TRIP
LV.
AR.
AR.

i.il5 aa
5:20 aa
8:10 aw

10:15 aa
11:25 aa
3'JOP"

6:00 aa
7:05 an

LOU. ■

BOWLING GREEN - MARION - COLUMBUS

COLUMBUS
ONE WAY
I .
ROUND TRIP J12.55

PERIODIC SCHEDULE CHECKS ARE ADVISABLE

U.10

18,20
BOWLING GREEN
MARION
COLUMBUS

S.55 aa—

12:55 pa
3:00 pa

8:50 aa

••• DOB18O?5OKKATE ON

6:15 pa
"125 pa
10:00 pn

9:55 pn
11'55 pa

SUNDAYS OR HOLIDAYS

COLUMBUS - MARION - BOWLING GREEN

LV.
LV.
AR.

PERFECT GIFT FOR A MAN
. . . TROPHY OR AWARD

COLUMBUS
MARION
BOWLING GREEN

1:36 p.
2>35 pa

6:15 aa
7:35 aa
9:1.0 an

5.15 P«
7iX pa
8

1.120 an

:t°P».

ALL SCHEDULES OPERATE DAILY AND SUNDAYS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED (••*)
STUDENT EXPRESS
CLEVELAND AND COLUMBUS
DEPARTS FRIDAYS ONLY PROP THE
FRONT OF THE NWS GIN
RETURNS SUNDAY TO SANE
FIRST TRIP OCTOBER 8, 1971
TICKETS SHOULD BE PURCHASED AT LEAST ONE DAI IN ADVANCE FOR EXPRESS

ASK ABOUT OUR ENGRAVING OR ETCHING SERVICE

- T«f INTIRNATtONAL IIIVI* COMPANY

MANY MORE STYLES and PRICES
IN STOCK

r Z3
L 1

:\ ■■■;■.*:.

DAYTON
BOWLING GREEN

LV.

FRIDAIS ON
B6WLHGCR»I

AR.

CLEVELAND

»'15 Pa

7:°S ■

FRIDAYS ONLY
L77T5BLTNG"I~

CTj pa

AR.

6:1.5 P"

COLUMBUS

0

LV.

CMD ""

AR.

BOWLING GREEN

zua pa

IS OKLI
~LVT
AR.. BOWLDIG GREEN

5:15 pn
7:4.2 P"

LV.

US
MAIN

tW-FXm'>TOM
•#"IIM

mmmm --••

Ph. JS3W1

MONDAY - THURSDAY FRIDAY - TIL 8

Charter Service to all points.

B.G. BUS STATION

CALL
353-5982

Two "knkahta" an tllftltty tofntthod ormof roonoct a (can*
from days of yoro. Tho "knights" aro mombort of tho locol
chapter of tho Society *f Creative Anachronisms who wil' host
a midwest tourney this Saturday.

Journalism sponsors
high school workshop
The 19th annual high school
newspaper and yearbook
workshop, sponsored by the
Northwest
Ohio
District
Journalism
Association
(NODJA) and the University
School of Journalism, will be
held Tuesday. Oct. 12. here on
campus.
THE DAY-LONG con
lerence. conducted by high
school journalism instructors.

HATHA

YOGA

professional journalists and
photographers, as well as
University journalism
students and faculty, will
offer students more than 60
special classes covering news
reporting, advertising, photojournalism, editing and public
relations II will also include
instruction on publishing a
student newspaper or yearbook
Among news professionals

8 1-Hour Lessons
$10.00
MONDAY AFTERNOONS
ALSO AOVANCEO
CLASSES
STARTING OCT II

Sign Up UA.O. Office 3rd Fir. Union

who will speak are Glenn
Geib. associate editor of the
Fremont News-Messenger •
and James Millikin. assistant
managing editor of the
Dayton Journal Herald
WILLIAM DAY .assistant to
the publishers of The Toledo
Blade and Paul Jones, editor
of the Bowling Green SentinelTribune will also be among
those conducting classes
during the conference.
In addition to instruction
sessions, participants will
have the opportunity to view
displays
and
publications
from the high schools
represented.
Last year more than 800
students from 70 northwest
Ohio schools attended the
newspaper and yearbook
workshop

Th. M f*»wt. Thunrfoy, October 7. Wl/tage S

Wanted: beauty, brains

Court selection changed

Rve head* or* definitely better than
on*. U.S. Ambauador Gvotg* Bush,
right foreground, huddl.i with aides
during a Security Council Debate at

Debate

tho U.N. on the Somalia resolution on
th. Itra.li-otcupied Jordanian sector
of Jerusalem

The method of selecting the
homecoming queen and her
court will be different this
year according to a representative of the Homecoming
committee.
Each dormitory and
sorority house was permitted
to select one senior, one
junior, one sophomore and one
first-quarter
freshman to
represent them in the election.
These contestants are being
screened by a committee
made up of seven University
alumni There will be five
girls from each class chosen
as semi-finalists The student
body will then choose the
Homecoming Queen and her
court from among the 20 girls
THE PRELIMIN
ARY
interviewing
will
conclude today and the semi-

finalists will be announced
tomorrow.
The change in procedure
was attributed to the fact that
the Homecoming committee
feels that students have been
questioning the value and
meaning of the Homecoming
queen and her court in the
past and student opinion is
that the finalists have been
selected primarily on face
value. This year the

committee thinks the queen
and her court should represent
BGSU and the spirit of Homecoming
The contestants are being
judged on campus activities,
personality,
appearance,
poise and rhetoric and
service
to the campus and
community.
The 20 semi-finalists will
have their pictures posted at a
central point on campus, as

yet undecided, and voting will
take place on Oct. 19 and 10.
The place where elections will
be held has not been
announced
The 1971 Homecoming
Queen and her court,
consisting of a senior, Junior,
sophomore and first-quarter
freshman, will be announced
at the coronation ceremony on
Oct. 21 in the Forum of the
Student Services Building.

The Gigolo Nite Club

OPEN 7 NITES
Thursday — 2 for 1
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

LIVE BAND
NO COVER

U.AO. PRESENTS
HEARTS
TOURNAMENT

The Gigolo Nile Club

OCT. 12
7:00 P.M.

165 N. Main

ALUMNI ROOM
SIGN UP
U.A.O. OFFICE

NOW BOOKING FRATERNITY/SORORITY TEAS

25c
ENTRY FEE

NICHOLS
3RD ANNUAL COLLEGE NIGHT
TONIGHT (THURSDAY) 6-10 P.M
DRESS SLACKS

FAMOUS MAKE KNIT SHIRTS

Regular $20 & S25 slacks, fluid bottoms, somi pleatid
high fashion models, ill sins from 29 to 42 waist Alterations extra
TONIGHT ONLY

$10.99

Short sleeve 4 button pliquit model knit shin endorsed
by top nimi goiter see istnik in classified section
Regular Si 5 00
TONIGHT ONLY

$7.99

SPEAKING OF JEANS

PIERRE CARDIN SHIRTS

Regular $7 50 bill bottom denim (tins. A nil still.

Beautiful indeed, a few left.

TONIGHT ONLY

$2.99

Regular S25
Regular $17

Yes, you read it right, $2.99. Regular $7.50
qualify. They won't last long!!

WINTER JACKETS

$35

master charge

Something special for our customers. Anybody who comes in tonight may sign up to
win two reserved TU-BGSU tickets on the
east side between the forty and fifty yard
line.

USE OUR OWN
90-DAY PLAN
NO INTEREST

SKINNY RIBS

0i body shirt, or call it whit you want They're good
lookln. Wild ptints. long sleeve, tapered, win It in oi
out. regular $10.

Long sleeve skinny libs. gold, white or chocolati blown,
nil nut with leans Regular $10 and $11.

TONIGHT ONLY

$5.99

BLAZERS
Double breasted super flannel (light weight) blazer, in
thin colors, navy, blown, and grey Regular $65.

11.50
9.95

EXTRA

Regular stock, norlolk style, corduroy tickets, finger tip
length, gold and tan Regular $50.

FASHION SPORT SHIRT

$29.95

TONIGHT ONLY

$4.99

LIGHT WEIGHT JACKETS
Regulai $22.50 to 3000 golf and rain jackals. Many
colors and sins.

TONIGHT ONLY

Save $35.00

$9.95

NEW SHOPPING HOURS

PLEASE READ THIS

We are proud to announce that Nichols is
one of the first downtown merchants to
cater to the needs of the shopping public.
Our new hours are 10 AM to 9 P.M. Monday thru Friday and 10-5 on Saturdays. Stop
down and see us some evening.

The management of Nichol Clothiers would
like our college night customers to know
that all of the above sale merchandise is
regular quality from our regular stock. Nothing is imported or of basement quality.
Stop in and see - you'll trust us!!!

NICHOLS
109 South Main

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

NEW STORE HOURS

M0N.-FRI.
10A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.
10A.M.-5P.M.

^•»/Th.iQN.w»,Thur«»«Y,Octob«7, 1971

Judge rejects

*•••••••••••*•••••*•*•

'political1 trial
.

COLUMBUS
(API-Before jury selection
resumed yesterday for four
men charged in last year's
state loan scandal, the presiding judge warned he would
not permit the proceedings to
become a political trial.
"This is a criminal case and
it will be tried as such.'' Judge
Fred Shoemaker of Franklin
County Common Pleas Court
said during questioning of
prospective jurors. "This is
not going to be a political trial
before me."
HIS ADMONITION came as
a defense attorney's question
hinted at how the scandal may
have affected a prospective
juror's vote last November.
Gerald A. Donahue. Sidney
D. Griffith and Parry A
Greban, all officers in the
money-finding agency of
Crofters, Inc.. and James B.
Lere, former officer of the
School Employes Retirement
System (SERSl, are on trial
on various charges concerning
the loans.
All four have been free on
{20.000 bond each since their
indictment last October
DONAHUE. GRIFFITH
and Greban are accused of
bribing Lere to arrange 19
loans from SERS funds. Lere
is accused of accepting bribes
In addition the three Crofters'
officers are charged with six
counts of making false

statements about the credit of
some firms for which they
arranged loans
Nine men and three women
had been seated when court
recessed Tuesday but none
had been finally accepted as
jurors.

*

LASALLE'S "BACK TO CAMPUS"
NIGHT

SHOEMAKER
permitted
attorneys to question them as
a group, then sent the
prospects out of the room and
had them recalled individually
for separate questioning.
Even when the questioning
ends the defense has a total of
20 preemptory challenges
with which il can remove
jurors without reason The
state has five such challenges.
Officers of the Crofters
agency led clients to the stale
treasurer and to the School
Employes Retirement system
where they made millions of
dollars in slate loans
THE ACTIVITY came to
light when former Auditor
Roger (.'loud, then Republican
candidate for governor, said
the treasurer's office had permitted {12 million more loans
in
so-called
prime
commercial paper than the
law allowed.
The loans became a center
of controversy in statewide
political campaigns and Cloud
lost the general election to
Democrat Gov John .1
Gilliga'n

You're Invited to the 3rd Annual

B.T.C NIGHT
7:00-10:00 P.M.
THURS., OCT. 7
This year we've gone all out to gather up the biggest & best
bargains from every department of our entire store.

Kent report called
'political diatribe'
CINCINNATI, Ohio (API •
A defense attorney told the
US 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals today a state grand
jury report of the May 1970
Kent State University
disorders was a "political
diatribe"
The description came from
Craig Spangenberg. representing Bruce King in
a case being appealed from
the US District Court at
Cleveland
Spangenberg said orders
from Portage County
Common Pleas Judge Edwin
W. Jones to silence critics and
witnesses in a grand jury
investigation was against free
speech.
THE COURT is hearing
arguments on whether Jones
acted properly. The jury
Indicted 25 persons in
connection with the disorders
The grand jury investigated
demonstrations at Kent State
May 4, 1970, in which four
students were killed in a
confrontation with a National

Student Accounts Are Available
to all BGSU Students

(iuard unit
In a suit brought by King
and others, U.S. District
Judge Ben C. Green threw out
Jones' order. The slate
appealed
Jones' order prevented
anyone from talking about
the grand jury testimony and
banned picketing at the Porage County courthouse during
and after the grand jury
session

SPANGENBERG.

*

•••••••••••••••* ** • • • •

Apply & Charge Tonite

DOOR BUSTERS

of

Cleveland, argued lhat the
reoorl showed there was a riol
at Kent State and that
those responsible should be
held accountable I'e declared
the federal courts have a right
to inlerfere with state courts
only if there has been
irreparable damage
Ohio Asst
Atty. (ien
Thomas V. Martin argued thai
King and others had adequate
remedies in state courts and
lhat there could be federal
intervention only if there was
a showing of bad faith

I.ASALI.ES "OWN BRAND

ASST. FAMOUS
SPORTSWEAR

PANTY HOSE

JOHN MEYER - JONES - VILLAGER
Skirts - Sweaters - Tops - etc.

OPAQUE &SHEER
REG $150 $175
TONIGHT

TONIGHT
MENSIMPORTED

99

JEAN FLARES
100% COTTON DENIM
FANCIES & STRIPES
REG $8 00

TONIGHT
JOHNATHON LOGAN

2 8°o

"ONE OK A KIND"
ALL SIZE "7"

SAVE 50

%

DOMESTICS BONANZA

MENS DRESS SHIRTS

FABRIC SPECIAL

TONIGHT

399

299

DORM CHESTS
3 SIZES-REG $17*21 00
ONLY 15 PCS. LEFT

>/o

OFF

TONIGHT

- Stripes & Solids Long Point Collar & DB Button Cuffs
REG. $6 50

All Sheets - Pillows - Blankets
Curtains - Drapes - Hardware
& Bedspreads, etc.

20

OFF

ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNITS
W ASH ABLE-60" WIDESOLIDS & STRIPES
REG $6.00

DRESSES

TONIGHT

50' TO 65

BOXED STATIONARY

599 » 999

ASST COLORS
REG. $100

Assorted Jr. Sportswear
- Hot Pants - Skirts - Tops
Ipc. Sets-etc.
REG $4.00 $20 00

Save me
Save the News

TONIGHT

|99-499

TONIGHT

2 99

Brazilian Leavy - Shoes
THREE STYLES - BRN. SUEDE
*LEATHER
REG. 19.00

TONIGHT

1297
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Campus Fact Line
'rings' with success
Fact Line, the campus
telephone information
•ervice. handled 1651 calls
during its first full week of
operation this year, according
to Neil Olsen, student
coordinator.
Olsen said calls are
averaging about 220 per day.
including 300 calls in a single
day. which is a great increase
over any period of Fact Line's
operation last year.

"We've caught on." Olsen week mainly concerned class
said. "We've got a lot more schedules. Olsen .said Other
organization and we've got a common questions included
lot more information
hours of stores, where to buy
Many more facts and things, phone numbers,
figures have been compiled information about parking
and more information Is services, the co-op. meal
available from the different coupon exchange, planned
departments because, "they parenthood and birth control,
know us and our credibility," and ticket information about
the T.U. game.
Olsen said
Fact Line currently uses
QUESTIONS THE FIRST two phone lines with only one
person working most of the
time, according to Olsen
There are currently 14
students working on a parttime basis
Olsen said he would like to
see Fact Line operating on a

Pacifist to speak
on nonviolent life
Dog days

I wke, blessed every bush, che wed (?)

Man, it sure is a people's lif«. I mean,
what

is

there

to

do

after

some grass, played frisbee, and filled

you've

up on leftover Union hamburgers?

chased every campus squirrel at least

Union air pollution reduction
lauded by assistant director
BY BARB BRUCKER
anticipate further steps being
The University Union's necessary." But he added that
attempts last year to reduce changing laws or a need for an
its contribution to air pol- increased capacity could
lution were a success affect future developments.
according to Don Hinde. chief
Hinde
listed
six
engineer and assistant improvements in the system:
director of the Union.
—reduced intensity of the
Since winter quarter a new fire.
incineration system has been
—a filtering system for the
in operation, and in tfinde's smoke and fly ash
words
"what we did
--more effective comapparently worked." He said bustion
that the new system has
—burning of all material
eliminated as much as 80 per and gases that could escape
Cent of all fly ash, reduced from the aombustionrhamber
smoke output by 50 per cent,
and increased the operators'
safety precautions.
'■ "Before we were doing
nothing." Hinde said.
! He said that the old system
had not burned everything,
but that with the present
system "we're doing the most
thorough job we can do. Now
we burn the smoke "
i HINDE INDICATED THAT
AT the present time "we don't

Plan in works
for Cleveland
teaching term
A program for prospective
student teachers interested in
doing their teaching in the
greater. Cleveland area is
being organized by Dr Robert
J. Hohman. assistant director
of student teaching
The) program, open to any
student
majoring
in
elementary education, special
education, art.
I'I'K or
industrial education will
include a student
teaching
center where students will
live together in efficiency
suites.
Dr. Hohman said the
student/teacher clusters will
provide closer contact among
the participants and their
superiors
Students will be permitted
to work at various grade
levels and will be encouraged
to develop a style of their own
in a flexible, secure manner.
Interested students should
contact Dr. Hohman at
Clevejfcnd Center.
18400
Schenily Ave.. Cleveland.
Ohio, 44119
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—a
barometric damper
which will control the size of
the chimney opening to assure
a proper draft.
—replacement of the screen
on top of the smoke stack

The project was funded at
an estimated $6,400 which was
taken from the Union's
budget
And according to
Hinde, "We are very pleased
with the results."

fl DOMIIMOS
352-5221

Danilo Dolci. candidate for
the Nobel Peace Prize and
director of the Center for
Study and Action in Partinico,
Sicily, will discuss a
"Nonviolent Wav of Life" in
the Recital Mall of the School
of the Music Bldg. Sunday at 4
pm.
The discussion is sponsored
by the Office of Student
Activities in conjunction with
the department of political
science and the Little College
The program will include a
movie entitled "Mafia, No"
and poetry readings by Dolci.
Ke has spent the past 19
years fighting the Mafia in
Sicily and attempting to
improve the country's
standard of living.

A sworn pacifist, he has
organized hunger strikes, sitins, and protest marches. He
has openly accused the
Sicilian government of
affiliation in the Mafia.
Dolci has written several
books, including "Waste."
"Outlaws." "The Man Who
Plays Alone," and "A New
World in the Making."
His program will be free
and open to the public.
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U.A.O
BOWLING
LEAGUES
WOMEN'S OO. II
COED'S OCT. 12
MEN'S OCT. 13

STARTING
TIME 7 P.M.
BUCKEYE RM

3/^tJ

ReroerotWh saue-tWe. coupons
OTT rfi /*."pizzasZfildpecieve

THE BROTHERS OF

ALPHA
SIGMA PHI

B -free one.

CORDIALLY INVITE
ALL INTERESTED MEN
TO OUR

YOU HAVE ENJOYED
YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE AT THE

PHI KAPPA TAU

RUSH PARTY
TONIGHT
8-10 P.M.

Bowling
Green

(gaga,

coiOMi'Mium*

...enjoys both ways

iUVurpU

yjuEAia

iClfiCfflB'

904 E. Woostor (noxt to T.O.'s)

TONIGHT!
PHI PSI'S

Tel.
352-0J65

^K the panic
in needle park starng AL mONO anrt KITTY WINN

s

-32-1!

AFTER DARK

NOW PLAYING — EVE.-7:10, 9:30
SAT. & SUN. — 2:30, 4:45, 7:10, 9:30

COLOR by DE LUXE

SALE

11 to 7 Doily; 11 to 5 Sot.

Mushroom

ACRES OF PEEK PARKING

Green

1095 N. MAIN

$2.00 - Red/White/Blue Watchbands
$ .49
$2.00 - All Posters - now
$1.50 or 4/$5.00
$2 & $3 - Rings
$1-00
$6.00 - Belts
$3.00
$25.00 Morrocan Capes
$10.00
also Patches, Rings, Incense, Paper, Pipes

—WITH —
RICHARD BENJAMIN JOANNA SHIMKUS

/■out

NORTHGATE
RESTAURANT

sr-

Tel.
352-0265

The
Marriage
of a Young

monique

PLUS A REG. MENU AT
REASONABLE RA TES DAIL Y

TONIGHT
7:30-9:30

20» Cmtury Foi present i

of 9:30

Now try our Fine
MEALS
EVERY SUNDAY WE HAVE
4 Specials, Complete
Meals for $1.95

RUSH PARTY

NOW PLAYING — EVE. 7:20, 9:30
SAT. & SUN. — 2, 3:50, 5:30, 7:20, 9:30
»SJ

"GATE"

INVITE ALL
INTERESTED MEN
TO A

LIVING ROOM ROCKING CHAIR SEATING

**«-

tv. at 7: 10, 9:30
Sal., Sun. at 2:10, 4:30
7:10,9:30

THURSDAY
7:00 P.M.

Get back h H\e StJoJino or tlhfnos
orxLevapiz.z_a
OteOisS
pi2-Z-3 euprtj n ight.'i'
#rm ffl&IAlS
pAesisj
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Fact Line hours are
Monday-Friday 8 am. till
midnight and Saturday and
Sunday noon till midnight, The
Fact Line number is 372-2245.

BLACK STUDENT
UNION MEETING

THE BROTHERS OF

K COIOR
« AVC0 (ssSASSY WlWSt

24-hour basis, but the budget
cutback has prevented this. .
"We'd be a more reliable
service by being 24 hours," he
said. "We're trying to answer
as many calls as we can, but
many do take time to check
out."
"When we started out last
spring we were an outlet for
people who wanted know what
was happening on campus.
Now we're an information
service, " Olsen said.

{•

8-12 PM.

PM KAPPA PSI HOUSE

ALL MEN INTERESTED IN
RUSH INVITED

I i/Th. ftG Newi. Thursday, October 7, 1971

Egyptians
slam Israel
in U.N. talk
UNITED NATION, NY.
AP>-Foreign
Minister
Mahmoud Riad of Egypt
charged yesterday that Israel
sought an interim agreement
to reopen the Suez Canal as a
means of territorial expansion
and "a springboard for
further aggression."
I'e said the Arabs would not
"be dragged again into such a
trap.
and called for an
immediatelsraeli commitment to withdraw from
all Egyptian territory.
IN THE U.N. General
Assembly's general debate.
Riad gave that reply to a
proposal by Foreign Minister
Abba Eban of Israel last
Friday that the two sit down
under US auspices to discuss
a canal agreement or under
U.N. auspices to discuss a
general peace
Riad did not reply directly
to Secretary William P.
Rogers' call Monday for a sixpoint
interim agreement
concerning the canal as an
advance toward permanent
peace
But he did note vaguely that
Rogers had calledTbr "a step"
toward full implementation to
the U N Security Council's
1967 peace resolution

7 Church
alcove.
8 Holland
commune.
9 Hated.
10 Repeat from
memory.
11 Fomerly
Persia.
12 Smoker's
need.
13 Sow.
18 Staircase
post.
23 Emmets.
24 Relate.
25 Burdens.
2fl Affected
walk.

PUZZLE
By Aaae Halloran

46 Two-footed
animal.
47 Flatbottomed
29 Broader.
30 Elf.
boat.
31 — berth.
48 Side of bool
32 English city.
leaf.
34 Good-bye:
49 Angered.
Sp.
37 Bore witness 50 Split.
51 To father.
to.
38 Decays.
52 At highest
point.
40 Go by boat.
53 Kind of
41 More
moss.
depraved.
43 Long essays. 56 Feminine
name.
44 Mixed
57 Marble.
greens.
27 Get up.

28 Baked clay
pieces.

ACROSS
61 Marries.
62 Acts.
1 Vend.
63
Cried.
s Bristled.
HI Opens seam.
DOWN
14 Beseech.
1 Rain
M Exchange.
slightly.
II New York
2 Sea eagle.
canal.
3 Fancy
17 Motives.
edging.
Hi — Kennedy.
4 Soap
2(1 Golf mound.
ingredient.
21 Relieve
5 Achieve.
tension.
6 Arm joint.
22 Hurl.
24 Taunt.
H Raw cotton.
s
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
s
M Shiny fabric.
2'.) Extravagant.
14
II
33 Quaver.
34 Service
assistants.
r
H Monkey.
pH
Brook.
M
.17 Totaled.
M Edible.
M Put to work.
IS
21
411 Pigs' pens.
H
" 1
41 Wearied.
s
IS
42 One who left
I
*
a will.
IS
44 Brown
1
butterflies.
l>
45 Hurries.
H
46 Fresh water
fish.
12
IS
■'
47 Tiresome
M
talks.
H"
30 Muddle.
.-.I Maple tree
so
n ts IS
juice.
54 Autos.
i»
i«
Divided Into
"
three
H
IS
sections.
Molding.
.2
11
Having
overhangs.
Extravagant
® Field Entcrpriiw, Inc., 1971
melody.
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"Demons and Things" One man
art exhibition by Wade Thompson.
Teaching fellow. School of Art
2nd floor, l.ihrarv. Library hours Campus Crusade for "Christ
Faculty Lounge, Union. 7:00p.m.
Thursday. Oct 7 Spectacular
Women's Recreation
Natatorium pool. 3-4 30

Women's Recreation Assoc
fencing. South Gym. Women's
Bldg 6 p.m.
Women's Liberation. Capitol
Room. Union. 8 p m„ today Any
interested women unable to
attend please call 353-2405
University Karate Club, Forum.
Student Services Bldg
7-9
Thursday. Oct - 7 Spectacular
premiere of University Karate
Club All new & interested men &
women welcome Demonstration
by Black Belt experts Expert
instruction bv 4th degree black
belt
RIDES
Ride needed to Cincinnati
anytime Oct 7 or 8 Please call
Barb 21332
Need ride to Columbus - Oct 8 call
352-1261 -ask for Syl
LOST AND FOUND
REWARDfor return of coral ring
lost in Psych Bldg.
Great
sentimental value Call 352-0643
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
"Ambitious underclassmen
wanted to sell fine quality stereo
equipment on campus. Send
resume to Athens Marketing Ii
Distribution

(ACROSS FROM HARSHMEN)

"Ambitous
underclassmen
wanted to sell fine quality stereo
equipment on campus.
Send
resume to Athens Marketing &
Distributing, P. O. Box 732
Athens. Ohio 45701
Applications are now being
accepted for full time waitresses
only.
Please apply in person
Howard Johnsons
LEAD GUITARIST needed. Call
Cheto 352-9184
PERSONALS
• ARNOLD PALMER

Susie - Snake and Stevie - Bear
Leech - Best wishes and Congrats
for being a permanent two-some!
Lots of Luck for 2 happy future Love -The Mu's

Assoc

Women's Recreation Assoc
Intercollegiate Volley Ball North
Gym. Women's Bldg

Wbt Ben

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
custom engagement rings
PHILIP
M
MORTON
CONTEMPORARY JEWELRY.
112 W Wooster 353-9932 Open 9-5

MEET DIANNE TONIGHT
AFTER 4:00 AT STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT
PAGLIAI'S NEW HOURS:
5 until 2am Sunday thru Thurs. 5
until 3 am Friday & Sat.
Pagliais. 1004 S Main 352-7571
"Get her to the church on lime!"
Congrats Debbie & Jim on your
engagement - Luv-your Phi Mu
sisters
Now Booking Fral <t Sor. Teas at
the Gigolo Phone 352-0740 or stop
in
Sigma Chi's
you really know
how to treat a woman
The
spaghetti and wine were mighty
fine' Thanks so much. Delta
Gamma Sisters
Mu Iris & Sig Sam - "They're
goin' to the chapel and they're
gonna get ma-r-r-ried" Congrats
on your engagement Love-The
Mu's
PHI KAPPA TAU sei: Wear a
hat for victory'! this Sat. against
T.U. Show some spirit Be there
with a hat!
The Sisters of Delta Gamma wish
to thank the Brothers of Sigma Nu
for the super tea. We were really
"raisin" the roof!

QUESTION: Do Alpha Gam
Pledges REALLY believe chapter
grand is in Washington. DC?
ALPHA CHI SISTERS:
Fri's
almost here get high! S.S.S.S.
Hey Delts- it's true! Alpha Gams
really do love their neighbors •
Thanx for a great Tea!
Freshmen,
Sophomores,
interested in creative writing*1
Pick up applications for
1NKSTONE. undergraduate
literary magazine in English Mail
Room, 210 U.H
LOOK!' LARGE 12 lb wash 25
■cents at STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT (2 doors from
Lumsl
Hey 7-7's - The breakfast was
great! Your active sisters say
thanx!
Alpha Gam's say thanx to the
TEKE's and DU's for making the
Mud Tug such a big splash!
FOR SALE OR RENT
For 'Sale: Arnold Palmer
Trumatics 2-9, wedge 1.3.4,5
woods 2 years old. Make offer.
Art Russ TKE House 372-2800
after 1 p.m.
Hugh garage 4 yard, sale: Oct.
6,7,8. M. 323 S. Summit
For Sale: notes from elementary
education classes & other
required courses $5 Call 352 7305
after 6 Ask for Carol
Letter file with stationary
compartment $6. Portable music
stand $1.50. Artist Easel $1.50.
Match golf set, 14 clubs $50.

"GET HIGH FOR TOLEDO"
SNAKE CHAIN. Sat 11:00 starts
at Rodgers It circles 'round
campus Sponsored by Spirit It
Traditions

Mini-Fridge Rentals has lowest
prices!
Rent a 2 cubic foot
refrigerator- for $12.50 per
quarter plus $10 returnable
damage deposit. Call 352-7360
anytime.

SPECIAL! 8 lb Dry Cleaning
$250
STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT (2 doors from
Lums)

For Sale: Sony stereo systemAM-FM stereo, speakers 352-2853
after 5 p.m.

Kittens to give away.
Cute,
lovable and houaebroken: for
information call 354-2762
"GET HIGH FOR TOLEDO"
SNAKE- CHAIN. Sat 11:00 starts
at Rodgers L circles round
campus. Sponsored by Spirits &
Traditions
DIVERS WANTED Fin-n-Falcon
Scuba Club organisational
meeting, Sunday, October 10th6:00 to I OOp m Swimming Pool suit

For Sale: Panasonic stereo
Record player and radio. Call 3723629
Sell your meal tickets - will
purchase- unused > portion. Best
offer by Sun ph 352-4*54
RESERVED TICKETS to 3 home
football games; $4 each or $12
total Call 372-1650
For perfect gifts, see Vatan's. 109
N. Main Candles, incense, incense
burners. Hummers, Christ-mas
plates, etc

»w
RECORDS' Oldies' 20.000 in
stock
Send 35 rents for 2.000
I isting catalog Mail orders filled
Record Center. 1895 W . <fi ui
Cleve. Ohio Record Tapes
18" filtered black lites with
fixtures $12- 372-1436
'63 Buick - First $75 takes it Call
353-2711
1969 Mach 1 390 Automatic Power
Steering and Power Brakes. Low
mileage 354-0284
Triumph SPITFIRE, rebuilt 1625
At Greenview Apts Office hrs
For Sale 1965 Mustang good cond
Psychology Bldg rm 215
65 Konda 300 Dream $350 - 3541284
FOR SALE: 175 Motorcycle. '70
$350 TV, $45 849 Nap RD No 29.
352-0405
65 TR4 new paint, clutch, brakes
837-5937 $725 after 5 p.m.
58 VW runs well 352-0147 after 5
'71 350 Kawasaki for sale phone
352-0941
Foreign Car Service-repair honest
rates 686-2311
Eff at Greenview Apts Office hrs
2-6 p m 352-1195
Single room 1 male student private
bath 231S. Prospect
Room for college girl, kitchen
privileges. Call after 5 p.m 3527873
Fm. rmmate needed Own room
close to campus
352
4563
Unlum 2 bdrm at Greenview i
Apts Office hours 24 p.m. 352- ' i
1195
Share student apt. $66 DIUS
electric. New unit on 4th Su John
Kaltenmark 354-1313
B.G SI'students,
beautiful apts within walking
distance from campus, ph Debi
372-2088
1 room, male 2 blk from
downtown. Call 354-1452 after 5 30
weekdays anytime Sat.or Sun.
Room for rent for young male
student Call 352-9117
Fr Sale Jg XKE 1963-67 engine
good condition 352-7387
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'Gwww make it to the top

Allison: music is his life
By Peggy Schmidt
Staff Reporter
"The
blues
follow
me
everywhere I go..even in
Bowling
Green."
Luther
Allison on stage, his face
contorted in the anguish of
his song, living his music, his
fingers slowly
effortlessly
sliding over the frets of his
hollow-body Gibson, making
the audience feel that the
blues he was singing about
were their own.
Later on in Howard's, over
several pitchers of beer, we
talked
Bom in a small town in
Arkansas, moving to Chicago
as a child, one of the youngest
of eleven boys. Luther got into
his music because of his older
brother, who used to practice
with his group in the back half
of their apartment
"Thank you. baby, thank
you." And before the applause
and yelling could stop. Luther
and his band were off into
another jam.
something
lighter, with a jazz or boogie
beat. And the people in front
would get up off the floor,
clapping their hands and
stomping their feet. Luther

I v..

Injured

began preaching about a mule
like
a
Southern
Baptist
minister-the concert itself
was beginning to sound like a
church revival service.
HE SIPPED his double
scotch on ice. "My mother
belongs to the Sanctified
Church and that's where my
heart is. but that doesn't mean

Cyclist Steve Waller, 23, lias pinned beneath the wheel* of a
tractor traitor that joxkknrrod in Tampa, Fla., and slammed

Cyclist

into a guard rail taking tho motorcycle with it. Waller's
condition was listed as fair at a Florida hospital.

Official seeks revision
of broadcasting laws
NEW YORK (API -Clay T
Whitehead, President Nixon's
director of the Office of Telecommunications
Policy,
proposed
yesterday
a
sweeping revision of the laws
regulating
radio
and
television
K'e
proposed
new
regulations to end the chaos
developing over access to
television time and license
renewals, and suggested that
commercial radio be removed
from some regulations.

-That
the
Federal
Communications Commission
recognize
radio
as
a
completely different medium
from television and begin to
remove it from regulation.
Whitehead
said
the
framework of relationships
between
broadcasting.
Ihe
government, and the public
must be revised or it will
result in continued chaos over
renewing licenses and the
fight over access to air time.

HE
IN A SPEECH before the
International
Radio
&
Television Society, Whitehead
proposed:

WARNED,

The

-The elimination of the
Fairness
Doctrine
and
enactment by Congress of a
statutory right of access.
-That
license
renewal
process be changed to get the

Fairness Doctrine'' and other
access mechanisms are also
getting out of hand. It is a
quagmire
of
government
program control and once we
get into it we can only sink
deeper The courts are on
the
way
to
making
the
broadcaster a government
agent."

government
programming

I'e said the courts are
making the First Amendment

out

of

Even labeled mailboxes
stump some senders

It was not quite as smoky at
Coward's as usual Someone
offered Luther a cigarette.
"You know, this is the third
week that I ain't smoked It's
hard to discipline yourself
with these guys around " I'e
nodded towards Paul, the
organist, who was already
getting high
It was Paul
working with Luther on his
I'ammond B-3 and revolving
Leslie's that had rivaled B.B.
King's version of "The Thrill
IsGone" at theconcert.
The auditorium was hushed.
Luther stood at the mike
"We're a blues group, so we
don't have to play Jimi
I'endrix,
right"''
"Yeah,
right." the crowd responded
But Luther did manage to slip
in some old Chuck Berry
tunes "Go, Johnny. Go. " sent
the audience into a frenzy
People were jumping up and
down, doing the twist and
generally feeling moved by
the sounds that Bob. Bandy.
Paul and Luther were sending
out to them

Whithead
proposed
that
television time be set aside
for sale on a first-come, firstserved basis "The individual
would have a right to speak on
any matter, whether it's to
sell razor blades or urge an
end to the war," he said. "The
license should not be held
responsible for the content of
ads. beyond the need to guard
against illegal material." IV
said the criterion for renewal
under his proposal would be
whether the broadcaster has
made a good faith effort to
determine local needs and
interests.
"There should be a longer
TV license period with the

pieces of campus mail a day
from the U.S. post office in
Toledo, inadvertently sent to
it because students are using
the wrong mailboxes.
Free campus mail should be

The U.S. mailbox in front of
the Union should not be used

USO depends entirely on your
gilts to the United Fund,
Community Chest or local
USO campaign.

m
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JACKET
eWITH

15,000

EACH,

HAMBURGER

People

classified

310 Student j/
Services
372-2656
10 A.M.-4 P.M.

MAKE
YOUR
APPOINTMENT

Name one
filing that
hasn't gone up
since 0501
1

THIS COUPON+ $1.50
WILL ADMIT ONE COUPLE
Lady & Gent or Two Ladies
SEffiJ

\»y ■'.•;.;i»/'»•/■■ V»y';*:*:>•/*t»j AWAlwr^RCVWEW"

to
or
on

Try. Try hard.
The only thing we can Ihink of
is what we make. The Swinghne
"Tot 50" Stapler. 96c in 1050.
MtmitTi.
And It still comes with 1000 tree
staples and a handy carrying
pouch, it staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
guaranteed. It's one ol Ihe
world's smallest staplers
And it's Ihe world's biggest
seller. Could be that's why it
hasn't gone up In price in
21 years.

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. II the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, ol superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

II you're interested in something
a htile bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available al
Stationery. Variety and College
Bookstores.

RCQISTERCO DIAMOND RINOt

The Swingline "Tot 50"
98<ir>1950. 96* In 1971.
II you can name something else
that hasn't gone up In price
since 1950, let us know. We'll
send you a tree Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25< lo cover pottage
and handling.

FROM THE

L

30' ANNIYLRSAKY

KEY Office

MUMS
ON SALE: THURS. OCT. 7
TUIS. OCT. 12
WH>. OCT. 13
THURS. 00.14

uso

your

BUY YOUR

VARSITY CLUB

They started turning off the
lights at Coward's We left,
the streets of Bowling Green
deserted at 2 a.m. on a
Wednesday morning except
for the police cars which
cruised bv slowlv.
"I'm gonna make it to the
lop someday. I got a lot behind
me. I love music, any kind of
music. It's my life."

will read

license revocable for cause
and the FCC would invite or
entertain
competing
applications only when a
license is not renewed or is
revoked," he said.

3SSS

the crowd happily exhausted.
its musical orgasm over after

two hours of Luther Allison.

Mess you help.

KEY portraits
are now being
scheduled

whatever the FCC decides it
is."

Luther looked out into the
dimly-lit ballroom "I guess
you know we don't have to talk
too much tonight and I usually
get carried away doin' things 1
likcto do." And Luther Allison
played lo the audience like he
was making love to a woman
who couldn't be satisfied
enough. The lights came on.

There is
noUSO.

SENIORS

PINES ROLLER RINK

deposited
in
campus
mailboxes
or
mail
slots
located in most residence
halls,
offices
and
the
University post offices in
University
Pall
and
the
Administration Bldg

him with
questions
and
smiled "I like to know that I
put on a good show, that
people were diggin' Luther
Allison's music Sure I do a lot
of B.B King and Albert King s
-mil I do it my way. and
someday I hope that they'll be
wantin' to do some of mv
stuffSounding much like Lou
Rawls doing a monologue.

WE
HAD
ALREADY
finished
four
orders
of
popcorn
Luther
looked
around the table at the music
freaks (hat were bombarding

nragrawa

Campus mail goes into
campus
mailboxes:
other
mail goes into U.S. mailboxes
That may seem elementary,
but
according
to
John
Sockman,
University
postmaster, the University
receives between eight and 10

for
correspondence
students,
faculty
departments
located
campus.

I'm not gonna get into other
kinds of music."
By the lifth song, someone
had already tossed a joint on
stage
Luther
chuckled
"Everybody wanna get high,
but nobody wanna buy." he
sang, and audience urged him
on with cries of "Say it." and
"We know what you mean "

Toledo Who?

COLORS — White, Yellow, * Bronze

■ A*

THE SISTERS OF

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

KAPPA DELTA
WISH ALL THEIR SISTERS
IN THE GREEK SYSTEM
A WONDERFUL FALL RUSH
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Sets Course Record

Wottle exhibits winning form;
again rebounds from injuries
By Du Catseday
Sporti Writer
Dave Wottle was in second
place with 100 yards to go.
Ahead of him was Ball
State's
Steve
Wynder,
straining to reach the finish
line with everything he had.
Suddenly. Dave put on a
tremendous burst of speed and
easily out-distanced his
opponent the rest of the way
as the crowd cheered him on
The Falcon senior had just set
a new course record of 24:51,
breaking the old standard by
34 seconds
"Setting a new course
record really didn't make any
difference." he would say
later "Records are made to
be broken."
But. Bowling Green didn't
capitalize on Dave's efforts
and placed second to Indiana
in the tri-meet

Dave's efforts in the mile
earned him a state title and a
scholarsip to BG.
The lanky six-footer
continued to win honors in the

"IT HASN'T HURT the
team to lose to Indiana."
Dave declared after a
Tuesday morning's workout.
"We're in just as good shape
as we were last year at this
time"
What kind of super-jock is
Dave Wottle'' Does he win
meets and quote old cliches
minimizing his talents or is he
colorful copy the press
delights In?
Anyone who's tried to get a
juicy quote from the cross
country captain can tell you
the answer to the last question
is definitely "no"
Look for teammate Tracy
Elliott for comic answers or
make up quotes for Wottle
yourself.
To answer the first two
questions you simply have to
know Dave personally
As a 21-year-old social
studies comprehensive with a
3.27 accum, Dave plans to get
his masters in history next
year at BG.
Redshirted a year ago
because of injuries, he'll also
be eligible for another season
of indoor and outdoor track.
Before Dave looks forward
to a possible career in
teaching
and
coaching,
though, his ambiton is to serve
in the Air Force for four
years.
HOWEVER, despite good
grades and "high" ambitions.
Dave Wottle's specialty is
running
"At Canton Lincoln. I tried
out for different sports as a
freshman." Dave recalled. "I
was curious about track and
signed up for sprints Instead I
ran the 880 and the mile."

foot running a mile after a
workout of 24 440s." he
related.
"I felt a sharp pain. I could
tell right away it would keep
me out a few days, but not as
long as it did."
Wottle got his leg x-rayed
but stress fractures don't
show up for four weeks So
two weeks after the injury in
practice, he competed in the
MAC on the hilly Ohio
University course.
Dave had to drop out of the
race after two and a half
miles when the pain became
too great.
"I didn^t feel too good," he
said. "I couldn't run right."
Even jogging hurt too much
and Dave had to stop running
By then the stress fracture
showed up in the x-rays and
Dave was told to lay off for
seven weeks.
"I started jogging again in
early
December,"
he
recounted. "I ran 'til January
20 and then got bursitis in the
right knee from favoring my
left leg That laid me off
another month "
DAVE RAN for two weeks
in March and then received
another stress fracture, this
time in the right fooot and
almost identical to the one in
his left
The result was nine more
weeks of recuperation and an
end to Dave's chances for
another all-American award
The layoff from competition
would extend nine months
until the first meet in
September
To get ready for that
competition. Dave began
running again in mid-May.
This time nothing happened
r'e started his first serious
running in mid-June and he's
been running hard since
"I was conscious of my legs
when I sjarled out, but 1 don't
think about them when 1 run
now." assured Dave.

DM Weftte

Even if Dave does notice
anything, it isn't apparent. In
the first two Falcon meets,
he finished first and set new
course records.
In addition to being the
number one runner. Dave
must assume captianship of
one of the stronger cross
country teams in the nation.
"It feels good." declared
Dave. "Ever since I came up
to college I've been a
follower."
"I never wanted to lead
That's my style. Follow and
kick at the end. Now that I
have leadership, though. I like
it. I feel responsible."
Dave's personal goals relate
to the confidence he's gained
Especially his foremost
ambition.
"THE COACH won't like to
hear me say this but I'd like to
try to make the Olympics.
"As for this season. I'd like
to get down to 3:55 in the mile
and win the nationals in track

Officials slammed
for poor judgment
CHICAGO (API - "Two
comments do not a season
make." said Herman Rohrig.
supervisor of Big Ten oficials.
Tuesday in response to
questions
concerning
criticism
of
football
officiating.
Aside from that, all Rohrig
would admit was that referee
Howard Wirtz "has been
reprimanded" for going on
national
lelevevision at
halftime of the Michigan
State-Notre Dame game last
Saturday to explain some
controversial calls
"He was wrong for going on
television and he has been
reprimanded," said Rohrig
who delicately sidestepped
other questions concerning
officiating.

college ranks. He was the
outstanding freshman in cross
country and track, and as a
sophomore was the most
valuable performer on the
track squad
"I was voted outstanding
performer in the Central
Collegiate Conference when I
broke four minutes in the mile
my sophomore year." Dave
added "That year I was allAmerican in track '
Then last fall troubles hit
Dave as he was hitting his
peak in cross country.

Forty-eight high
school
teams will compete in the 19th
annual BGSU Cross Country
Relays. Friday at 4 45 p.m.
Berea High School will be
back to defend its team
championship and to uphold
the
record of Cleveland
schools which have won the
last four relays Amherst and
Sandusky both have strong
teams and could wrestle the
crown away from the
Cleveland area.
Mike Burlev of Berea will

"IN EARLY NOVEMBER I
got a stress fracture in my left

"I WAS surprised and
disappointed. Williams said
of his reaction to the
dismissal. "I thought the
team was about to turn around

from its losing ways."
The Eagles under Williams
were 7-22-2. including a 3-10-1
record last year and three
humiliating defeats in their
first three games this year in
which they scored only once
from scrimmage.

47
Earlier this week. Williams
blasted what he called his
team's lack of effort in its 31-3
loss to San Francisco Sunday
and levied fines on several
players. They were not
identified.

Happy Birthday

M&M
ONE GREAT YEAR
OF SISTERHOOD
fGET HIGH FOR THE GATE)

WOODY HAYES of Ohio
State and Duffy Daughterly of
Michigan State have both been
highly vocal in criticizing
officials Hayes blasted the
officiating of the Colorado
game in which he felt a couple
of bad calls cost Ohio State a
chance to win The Buckeyes
lost 20-14
Daughterly called
last
Saturday s 14-2 loss to Notre
Dame "The worst officiated
game in all my years in
football,"
On Monday. Daughterly put
the rap on Wirtz for having
gone on national television at
half-time.
Another questionable call
came to light after Bob
DeMoss.
Purdue coach,
revealed films which showed
there was an ineligible
receiver in the end zone the
day Notre Dame went for a
two-point pass conversion
which
tagged
the
Boilermakers with an 8-7 loss

,

Running
Miles

By Mike Rathe!
Associated Press Sports
Writer

PITTSBURGH iAP)- The
Pittsburgh Pirates clinched
their first National League
pennant
since
1960
Wednesday, hammering San
Francisco into submission 9-5
with a four-run explosion in
the sixth inning built on
Robert Clemente s tiebreaking
single and Al
Oliver's three-run homer
BUT AS MUCH as Clemente
and Oliver were responsible
for the Pirates' triumph in the
fourth game of the NL playofl
series, they had to share the
spotlight in the marathon
struggle with relievers Bruce
Kisonand Dave Giusti
Kison. a stringbean 6-foot-4,
170-pounder who last year
pitched the title clincher for
Waterbury in the Eastern
League, and the veteran
Giusli shut down the Giants
attack with two-hit relief over
the final seven innings
That, as much as anything
was Ihe big difference in Ihe
marathon 3-hour 5-minute
snuggle, replete with 21 hits,
that sends the Pirates Into the
World Series against the
American League champion

not be returning to defend his
individual title Pacing the
race for individual honors will
be Ron Addison of Cleveland
Rhodes who recently won the
Ashland Invitational by 20
seconds.
There will be six races on
Friday starting with the sixth
man from each team and
ending with first runner from
each squad The top five times
will be totaled on each team to
decide
the
team
championship

12 LB. WASH - 25c
50 LB. DRY- 10c
STADIUM PLAZA LAUNDROMAT

Stretch

Jerry Fields, Falcon running bach, was
wishing he had "super-stretch" on this
pass play during last Saturday's
Western Michigan game. Fields is the
power back for Don Nehlen's rushing
offense.

FRATERNITIES
SORORITIES
CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS
Fast service on all
your printing needs For
the coming year.
Stop and see us soon.
111 South Main

3525762
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Pittsburgh takes pennant;
9-5 triumph over Giants

BEST DEAL IN TOWN

HOURS
8:30 A.M.
11:00 P.M.

■

1*1
foul Mile* scampers for yardage during the Western
Michigan game last Saturday. The Falcon sophomore taUbock
is sixth in total offense in the MAC and third in rushing
offense. Miles will be the main BG rushing threat this
Saturday in the Showdown of the undefeateds in the Falcon
"footbowl".

High school CC

Williams ousted
as Eagles coach
PHILADELPHIA (APiJerry Williams, laboring
under a produce-or-else
ultimatum from owner
Leonard Tese. was fired
yesterday as head coach of the
winless Philadelphia Eagles
Defensive line coach Ed
Khayat. a tackle on the
Eagles' 1960 National Football
League championship team,
was named to succeed
Williams for the remainder of
the year.
Williams. 47. in his third
year with the Eagles, heard
the news at a meeting with
Tese and General Manager
Pete Retzlaff. whose career is
tied closely with that of
Williams

"In cross country I'd like to
be in the top 15 in the nation.
The top 25 are all-American."
Dave sees as team goals the
MAC championship in cross
country and the national title
in indoor track.
"Being a year away from
outdoor track I don't know."
he said of the spring squad's
possibilities
The object right now is to
defend the Notre Dame
Invitational
championship
tomorrow at South Bend.
Indiana
Included in the
scoring is a dual meet with
Western Michigan, powerful
contenders for the MAC
crown
"Western Michigan is our
biggest rival." said Dave.
"Like Sid Sink said. We can
lose to Indiana ten times but
we don't like to lose to
Western Michigan once.' "
If the Falcons can overcome
obstacles like Dave Wottle
can. Western doesn't stand
much of a chance

LOCATED
2 DOORS FROM
LUMS

COUNTRY HOUSE
LUNCHES - BEER
WINE - PICNIC PARK
CARRY OUT BEER
State Road 6 East
Bowling Green, Ohio

353-1139
See our newly remodeled
lounge

Orioles
at
Baltimore
Saturday.
THE SCORE WAS tied 5-5
when the Pirates came to bat
in the sixth, the tie having
existed since the second
inning when Rich Hebner's
three-run
homer got
Pittsburgh even after the
Giants had moved ahead on
home runs by Chris Speier and
Willie McCovey.
The Pirates got started
when second baseman Dave
Cash singled with one out
C.ish moved to second as
Hebner grounded out and then
the reliable Clemente stroked
an 0-1 pitch to center off San
Francisco starter Gaylord
Perry that put Pittsburgh
ahead 6-5
AT THAT POINT. Giants
Manager Charlie Fox lifted
Perry and replaced him with
Jerry Johnson. Ihe first of two
strategic
moves
that
backfired against the Giantstor he was to be the victim of
Oliver's wrapup homer.
Johnson's -.ennui pitch, to
Stargell got by catcher Dick
Diets lor a passed" ball that
enabled Clement to race to
second With the count 1-1 on
Stargell. Fox ordered the
slugging
outfielder
intentionally walked despite the
fact he was hitless in 14
previous trips
That brought up Oliver, who
crossed up the strategy by
crashing a 2-1 pitch into the
right field stands while
cowbells clinked and shredded
papaer rained down from a
deliriously happy crowd of
35.487 in Three Rivers
Stadium.
WITH KESEN PITCH ING
smoothly-he had
allowed only one hit since
taking over lor starter Steve

lll.iss after the second inningit appeared to be over. But
when McCovey singled and
Bobby Bonds walked with two
out in the seventh. Manager
Danny Murtaugh took out his
young reliever and called for
Giusti. the ace of his bullpen.
Giusti got out of the jam by
striking out Dietz and did not
allow a hit the rest of the way
as he posted his third save in
the four-game series that left
the Giants bridesmaids once
again.
THE GIANTS, who finished
second in the NL West six of
the last seven years before
winning it this season on the
final day. seemed to be in
good shape as they came to
Pittsburgh with a 1-1 tie in the
series and Juan Marietta! and
Perry set to pitch.
But the Pirates edges
Mimi luil 2-1 Tuesday on
I'ebner's eighth inning homer
and took care of Perry in this
one after he appeared to have
regained control following
heavy early hitting by both
clubs.

PEM Club
PEM club, an active club
for women physical education
majors and minors, is
sponsoring a picnic at the city
park from 4-7 p.m.
The club's activities include
"something for everyone."
Organized
basketball
and
over-night camp excursions
are only some of the functions
sponsored by PEM.
All freshmen and transfer
student members will be
admitted free while other
members may purchase
tickets for 25 cents at the
Women's Building.

Broke?
Want A Class Ring?
Trade-in Your
High School Ring.
Man's Style $7.50 Credit Lady's Style $5.00 Credit
Bring Your Old Ring To

RING DAY
Data

Oct. 6 & 7

Tmm

10-3

Place

Univ. Bookstore

RING DAY RING DAY
RING DAY
TRADE-IN GOOD ON RING DAY ONLY

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

